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About This Software

"Navigation Bar" is a specially developed for Windows10 users, applications, files, directories fast start navigation software!
Implement desktop no shortcut icon

It can greatly save the number of desktop icons, making the desktop more concise and refreshing! Users can drag and drop
commonly used apps, files, or directories onto the navigation bar. When the settings are automatically hidden, the navigation bar

hides to the top of the desktop, the mouse moves to the top of the desktop, and the navigation bar appears!

Make the desktop space larger, the switch between the application is more convenient, improve the work efficiency! You can
also add commonly used system features in the navigation bar to open more easily!
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I love shoot em ups but this one just can't grab my attention. It isn't bad and on sale you might enjoy it but I'm definitely glad I
passed this one up on the Dreamcast. The music is pretty bland, the graphics look out of place like a cut and paste job, and the
mechanics of R-Type and its various clones are as tired here as they are elsewhere. If you are a hori euro-shmup fan you might
dig this but I'm glad I opted for Sturmwind (which isn't exactly fantastic either).. Greatest game of all tim, i really appriciate..
I've spent about 14 hours playing the game and now I'm ready to share an opinion on it. I'm a die-hard fan on R-Type and I've
played it on literally every platform it came out (there are more than you think) and I've played it a LOT on ZX Spectrum,
which was my 8bit machine of the childhood. I must say - Z-Exemplar is really, really close to ZX Spectrum's R-Type. So,
spend your bucks and get one if you loved R-Type on ZX.
There are some cons and pros though:
+ The game plays and feels like R-Type really
- The graphics are good, but could benefit from some pixelart polishing
+ The stages, monsters and setting are original
- Irem's ones had a bit more style in them (no suprise, that's legendary Irem after all)
+ Music is perfect
- Sound effects sometimes don't fit the theme and fill all channels with nasty repetitive waveforms
+ The game is really fun to play in the beginning, grinding levels for money for upgrades...
- ...until you realise that you've beaten just 14% of game and mad grinding is all that awaits you in the rest 86%, with slight
variations.

Thanks to developer, the game is totally worth the money, but completing it is not THAT rewarding process. May be later, who
knows.. Let me try to get one thing straight. It's not similar to hexcells or squarecells. In those games, you could have logically
go through whole level from start to finish. Here, you can't do it. There's no clear path to mark/cross off the first cell. You have
to guess, make a move and go from there. If you guessed wrong it's easier to restart than revert all changes.
If you don't know hexcells or squarecells, just go buy them.

GUI is simplistic, but it's a good thing here - it's simple enough to serve the purpose. The ripple effect seems to be a failed
experiment - look horrendous with white background and those pale squares on the whole screen. Luckily dev gave option to
turn it off.

It should be a refund, but because of sentiment to other games, I'll keep it.. The YDNJ trivia series is great. I love them.. This
was fine for what it is. A quick little base building jaunt. Not a lot here, but there is a low price so enjoy.. Superfunny to play
with friends. HIS is a very misunderstood game. When in first came out in the late 00s it was a novelty, there wasn't another
game like it. However it was very niche, and still is. What you need to remember is that this game is nothing like World of
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Warplanes or War Thunder. Those can loosely be called action simulators. HIS is a third person action shooter with a world war
two aerial combat theme to it. THere is next to no relism except for the names of the aircraft.

It has its flaws. The graphics are retro in a bad way, the sounds are as well. You really have to be interested in dogfights and
arena combat games to get the most out of this.

Its good point is that it is fun if you go into it with an open mind and no predetermined expectations.

The only thing HIS has in common with Warthunder is the same as what Assassin's Creed and Dead Space have in common.
They are both games.. ing concrete donkey
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AYE YO CUH THIS GAME GOT DEM POPPIN \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665S FOR MY WEEB LUVIN SELF
10\/10 BUSTED A NUT DO REC. I love making my own maps. This game is fun in the beginning but kinda becomes
repetitive.

By that I mean. I have to build up my 200 stars. ohh god let me tell you that gets tetidus after 50 stars.

If you know how to splice files they are easy to slice into.

pros

build you own map
they have cheats
easy to slice into
simple map not to complex
easy to learn after you get use to it

cons
I feel the ai cheats. come on I own 50 stars and he owns 7 and he has more gold then me?(on easy)
its better to cheats/splice the game to enjoy (lol I know this is odd since this is a good reveiw)
when in controlled combat the control of combat is crapy. (your better off doing the auto fight and not load into the fight.)
The ai is so anoying( by this I mean you have advance tec. as in your ufo as they are stone ages. OMG enof with every round all
103 people trying to contac me for my tec. Every turn they call and you can't end your tune untill you veiw their trade and
refused or acepted.

Good game
I wish you could block the races from calling your cellphone allday every day lol (metaphore). I was not impressed with this
game. I will admit I didn't spend much time playing this game because I didn't think it was fun. You can only move vertically; I
don't know if you "gain" the ability to move around freely later on, but for what I played, you can only move up and down. This
made it feel like a sideways "Space Invaders" with enemies on both sides of you. That was OK back in the '80s, but I don't enjoy
this game.. I never thought I'd say this for a review in a game like this with obvious "plot", but all it is, is sick men blackmailing
women and assaulting them the protagonist's friends (and she is clueless about this), and the women being too stupid and
agreeing to it, and surprise surprise, the women end up "enjoying" the assault... riiiiiight.

This is a "Harvey Weinstein H-RPG". Seriously, that's exactly what the plot is. None of the characters have any redeeming
qualities, even the protagonist. She's supposedly strong and helps the weak, but at the crucial times with her friends, she's a
clueless or selfish idiot. It's just a poorly designed game to give an excuse for disturbing H scenes.. Fantastic Indie game. Played
the first one back on the Xbox 360.

I'm not a fan of the $18.99 price tag though (I bought it on sale for $14.24 but even that seems too much.) It may eventually be
worth that, but as of now it's a bit excessive since it lacks many features even with the new Open Mic system. At least it's nice to
know the price won't go up after full release.

Anyway, I fully recommend this game to anyone willing to shell out the money for it. Very fun even with the current missing
features. The UI is ugly but it tends to be simple enough to easily navigate through. If you're on the fence on whether or not to
pay the price, just wait for it to develop further. The first Beat Hazard plays about that same as this one and even has a free
demo you can play.. It's a good story,I wonder to know--What's the next?. I honestly never expected writing this good from a
fanservice-filled anime game. It might be an action-packed hack-and-slash about top-heavy ninja girls, but like seriously I did
not expect to find such a good story to accompany the gameplay and eye candy.. I love theese characters, makes me feel like i
don't need to look liek a bush. Very fun game although i completed in around 15 mins :/

7/10
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